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انگلیسی ۱

1 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below.
There is one extra sentence below.

Reza: Hi Pedram! I need some help. Are you free this weekend?

Pedram:  ........1.......... .

Reza: That’s great! I’m sure you’ll enjoy it.

Pedram: I don’t know. I don’t like it, Reza!  .........2......... .

Reza:I guess you’re right!  ........3..........  .

Pedram: That’s right.

A: But we, humans, are destroying nature. Maybe they are happier at the zoo.

B: I don’t care for animals like zebras, lions, rhinos and antelopes. They are dangerous.

C: I mean I think all those animals like zebras, lions, rhinos and antelopes need to live in the wild. 

D: Oh! Didn’t I tell you? I’m going to the city zoo with my family.

مکالمه (Conversation)درس اول
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2 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below.
There is one extra sentence below.

Jack:Mary, is the tiger skin in your house real?

Mary: ........1.......... .

Jack: Oh! The Siberian tigers are the largest living member of the cat family! Unfortunately there are
only a few 
hundred alive now.

Mary: .........2.........  .

Jack:All right. I’m sure you don’t like to hurt animals.

Mary: ........3..........  .

Jack: Why do you still keep that skin in your house?

Mary: ........4..........  .

A: I know. My great-grandfather was a hunter and he hunted it. I really wish he hadn’t.

B: Because my parents think it’s a family souvenir.

C: No, that’s not real. I bought it last year.

D: No Jack, I don’t. I love animals. I’m an animal lover in fact.

E: Yeah, that’s real. My grandma says it’s the skin of a Siberian tiger.

س 1
زبان دهم در
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3 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below.
There is one extra sentence below.

Rosy: .........1.........  .

Jack: No Rosy! Rhinos are mammals, dinosaurs were reptiles. Rhinos look like Rhinos.

Rosy:  .........2.........  .

Jack: That’s because dinosaurs died out millions of years ago.

Rosy:  .........3.........  .

Jack: Yes, but very few. If it continues like that, they will become extinct too.

Rosy:  ........4..........  .

Jack: People are cutting down the jungles, and hunting them for money. It’s a shame.

Rosy : .........5......... .

a: We still have Rhinos around, don’t we?

b: Did Rhinos die out, too?

c: What’s a real rhino like, Jack? They look like dinosaurs, right?

d: What’s happening to them?

e: It’s terrible. When will human beings learn to be human?

f: Oh, I am sorry. But there’s no dinosaur in the city zoo!

س 1
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4 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below.
There is one extra sentence below.

Jane: I was thinking, Mary.

Mary : .........1......... .

Jane : How can we stop people from hurting animals?

Mary : .........2.........  .

Jane : Like?

Mary :For example, I don’t wear jackets or shoes made from animals. 

Jane : .........3.........  .

Mary : Well, I talk to my friends and the people I know about these things. Just helping people to give
the problem a closer attention.

Jane : ........4..........  .

Mary : If you care for the lives of the animals, and also ask your friends to do it, you’ll   make a great
difference, Jane.

Jane : ........5..........  .

a: I know. You just made me pay more attention.

b: Thanks, Mary. I will remember that.

c: Oh, sorry! when did it happen?

d: That’s a great idea! I will do that too. Is there anything else?

e: Well, I think there are some things we can do to make a difference.

f: About what Jane?

س 1
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5 - Complete the conversation using the sentences below.
There is one extra sentence below.

Kate: Is it true that the blue whale is the largest living thing on Earth?

John: .........1.........  .

Kate: Wow! My grandma said we could even live inside its stomach.

John: .........2.........  .

Kate: Maybe. Well, blue whales are dying out, so I hear.

John : .........3.........  .

Kate :Oh my God. By whom?

John : .........4.........  .

Kate : That’s terrible.

a: Actually they are being killed.

b: That’s right. A blue whale is a really large mammal! Its tongue is as heavy as an elephant!

c: By kind and patient people who try to save them.

d: By cruel people who hunt them for their meat.

e: Not really, Kate. That happens only in stories.

6 - Unscramble the name of the following animals.
1.  .................. (agelzle)        2.  .................. (inlo)        3.  .................. (lvweos)        4.  .................. (imec)
5.  .................. (olpdaer)       6.  .................. (ohres)        7.  .................. (grifaef)        8.  .................. (erba) 

(Dictation) امالء
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7 - Make wh-questions.
They will travel to Europe next week.
1. Who .................. ?
2. When  ..................  ?
3. Where  .................. ?
4. What  .................. ?

8 - Make wh-questions.
James is going to help Mike clean the room tomorrow.
1. Who  .................. ?
2. Who  .................. ?
3. What  .................. ?
4. When .................. ?

9 - Make wh-questions.
He is going to buy a new house next month.
1. Who  .................. ?
2. What  .................. ?
3. When  .................. ?

10 - ODD ONE OUT.

1. pain - look – danger - attention

2. cinema - computer – apple - car

3. watches – James – dishes - men

4. whale – panda – cheetah – leopard

5. pens – boxes – girls – hens

6. hurting animals - cutting down trees - destroying jungles - putting out fire

(Grammar) گرامر

(Vocabulary) واژگان
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11 - ODD ONE OUT.

1. when – will - where - what

2. plain- earth- lake- forest

3. wolf – cheetah – horse - zebra

4. boy – tree – Damavand - bear

5. lake – museum – forest - desert

6. farmer - my brother – school - Maryam

س 1
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انگلیسی ۱

1 - Some people believe that in 50 years’ time, there  .................. no more schools. Students  ..................
from home.

will be / will learn are going to be / will learn

is going to be / are going to learn will be / are going to learn

2 - Because of a long delay in airline services, we decided to take a bus to Alberta .................. .

in this way therefore in reality instead

3 - People believe this newly-built factory would .................. the wildlife. They have voiced their beliefs in
the local newspapers.

endanger increase protect divide

4 - A: Someone's knocking at the door.
B: OK, I  .................. it.

am opening an going to open open will open

5 - A:  .................. are you going  .................. after university?
B: I am going to continue my research about endangered animals.

where- playing what-did what- to do where- to go

6 - “Is Ali ready?”    “No, he .................. a shower at the moment.”

is taking takes  will take is going to take

7 - Mom was smiling  .................. at me, waiting for my answer. I never forget her beautiful smiles.

nationally religiously hopefully readily

8 - It’s  .................. that you should feel anxious when you first leave your country.

pleasant natural selfish  careless

9 - Most of the old parts of the city were  .................. by bombs during the war.

increased  hunted saved destroyed

گرامر (Grammar)درس اول

(Vocabulary) واژگان

(Grammar) گرامر

(Vocabulary) واژگان
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Endangered species are those at the risk of dying out , meaning that there are a few left of their kind,
that they could disappear from the   ........A.......... altogether. As humans   ..........B........ develop their
society by destroying the home of animals, it seems that in the future the animals,  ..........C........  have a
place to live, so we might   .........D.........   those kinds that add beauty and wonder to the   .........E......... 
world .

10 - A

Earth jungle future sea

11 - B

going go are going to will go

12 - C

will is going are going won't

13 - D

lose attend travel like

14 - E

western natural real young

One easy way to  .........A......... our wildlife is to know more about  .........B......... animals that live around
us.
The other way is that we need to be very careful about the animal hunters who come to our village to 
........C..........  animals. These are simple ways which will  .........D......... nature a lot in the future.

15 - A

injure protect destroy increase

16 - B

amazed decreased hunted endangered

17 - C

hurt visit lose save

18 - D

destroy use help find

Passage 1
What is color? Why do some objects look red, others green, others blue? Color is caused by reflected
light. We see color because things send back light. Something that is red reflects mostly red light. It
reflects a little green or blue light, too, but we do not see it. In the same way, a green object sends back
mostly green light. White objects reflect all colors of light. Black do not reflect any light. 
What happens to the colors of light that are not reflected? They are absorbed by the objects. The darker
the color, the less light is reflected and the more light is absorbed. Light that is absorbed is turned into
heat. For this reason, dark colored clothes are warmer in the sunlight than light-colored clothes.

(Reading comprehension) درك مطلب

ی
ست
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19 - The color of an object depends on  .................. .

the color of the light we see. whether it absorbs all colors of light.

the heat that is absorbed. the amount of light that is reflected.

20 - Dark-colored clothes are warmer in the sunlight than light-colored ones because darker colors 
.................. .

absorb no light at all reflect more heat than lighter colors

reflect the light that we see. absorb more light than lighter colors

21 - The pronoun “We” refers to  ................... .

those who work with objects   human beings

the readers only people who make paint

Passage 2:
Mr. and Mrs. Mills had two small children. One of them was six and the other was four. They disliked
going to bed early in the evening and insisted on staying up late. Mrs Mills was unhappy about this. Mr
Mills came home when Mrs Mills forced the children to sleep and she was actually tired of this. Mr Mills
was not at home then to help her expect at weekends.
Mr Mills thought he was a good story teller but the way he told stories was really bad. But he decided
that if he told children stories when they went to bed, it would help them relax and little by little they
would go to sleep.
He did this every Saturday and Sunday night until he heard his small son saying to his small sister, “Do
you think he will stop telling the story if we close our eyes?

22 - Mrs Mills was not happy because her children didn’t like  .................. .

sleeping in the evening going to bed early sleeping late at night staying up late

23 - Mr Mills couldn’t help his wife with the problem because he  .................. .

went to bed earlier than the children came home late from work

was tired of his children didn’t know what to do

24 - The word “this” means  .................. .

coming home early going to bed helping them relax  telling stories

25 - It was difficult for my father to .................. the money equally among the family members.

increase receive divide borrow

26 - The teacher asked us to write about "the .................. of the wildlife".

increase  hope collection protection

27 - The .................. of rainforests is getting fast these days. We need to stop it.

capitalization destruction attention   protection

28 - It is really .................. to leave the house where you were born.

dangerous   painful boring safe

(Vocabulary) واژگان

ی
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29 - I don’t think you can do it all on your .................. . You need some help.

side  part own plan

30 - Which one does NOT match the sentence?
Parents need to .................. their children.

divide protect take care of pay attention to

ی
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انگلیسی ۱

1 - Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra.

Ali: Wow! Look here!  .........1.........  .It looks great!
Arash: Yeah, thank you.
Ali: How much did you pay for that?
Arash: .......2...........  . But I don’t think it’s much more expensive than your bike.
Ali: Also not as interesting.  .........3.........  .
Arash: You say this because  .........4.........  .They are amazing.
Ali: I know.  ..........5........  .So tell me, can we see all the other planets with it, for example, Pluto?
Arash: (laughing ... ) Actually Pluto is not a planet! But the answer is no! .........6.........  , so we can’t see the
planets that are farther away from Earth. You can see the moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars clearly.
Ali: I see. I sure hope you’ll get a powerful one soon.
Arash: I hope so.

a: At least I can ride my bike.
b: I was only joking.
c: Actually, it’s a gift from my parents.
d: You can easily see it.
e: This is not a very powerful one.
f: Is that your new telescope?
g: You never had a chance to look at the stars and planets.

مکالمه (Conversation)درس دوم
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2 - Use the sentences below to complete the conversation. One sentence is extra.

Michelle: Did you hurt yourself? 

Gabriel: No, why? 

Michelle:  .........1.........  .

Gabriel: Oh, that. I donated blood today. 

Michelle: You did? That’s great.   .........2.........     it makes me feel terrible even when I think of it. I’m
worried that something bad is going to happen to me. 

Gabriel:  ..........3........  . And I feel great right after.

Michelle: Really?! Hmm. Alright, I know how important it is for hospitals to have a good supply of blood
for the patients.  

Gabriel: True. If they didn’t have enough blood,  .......4...........  .

Michelle: Well... 

Gabriel: Well, what?

Michelle: I’ll give it a try.

a: I saw you crossing the street.
b: how could they help the injured people?
c: You have a Band-Aid on your arm. 
d: I like to donate blood, but you know,
e: Come on! I give blood all the time. 

ی
شریح
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3 - Complete the following conversation using the phrases below. There is one extra item.

Michelle: Did you .........1......... ? 

Gabriel: No, why? 

Michelle: You have  ........2.......... on your arm. 

Gabriel: Oh, that. I  .........3......... today. 

Michelle: You did? That’s great. I like to donate blood, but you know, it makes me feel terrible even
when I think of it. I’m worried that  ........4..........  is going to happen to me. 

Gabriel: Come on! I give blood all the time. And I  .........5.........  right after. 

Michelle: Really?! Hmm. Alright, I know  ..........6........  it is for hospitals to have a good supply of blood for
the patients.  

Gabriel: True. If they didn’t have enough blood, how could they help ..........7........ ? 

Michelle: Well... .

Gabriel: Well, what?

Michelle: I’ll give it a try.

4 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right.

                        A                                          B                    

 1. near     a. old

 2. with      b. slow 

 3. largest      c. smallest

 4. clear (water)     d. without 

 5. longest    e. shortest

 6. young    f. far

 g. dirty

donated blood – find it – a Band-Aid – the injured people –
 something bad – hurt yourself – how important – feel great

(Vocabulary) واژگان

ی
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5 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right.

                        A                                          B                    

 1. modern     a. cheap

 2. fast     b. dirty 

 3. expensive     c. difficult

 4. easy    d. slow

 5. lose    e. old

   f. find

6 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right.

                        A                                          B                    

 1. powerful          a. type

 2. alike        b. worst 

 3. kind        c. different

 4. dangerous      d. cruel

 5. best    e. weak

   f. safe

7 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right.

                        A                                          B                    

 1. better            a. worse

 2. farthest       b. rude 

 3. polite        c. nearest

 4. boring         d. cry

 5. laugh    e. attack 

   f. interesting

8 - Match the opposite words. There is one extra item on the right.

                        A                                          B                    

 1. careful             a. inside 

 2. ugly         b. defend 

 3. outside       c. everything

 4. attack          d. careless

 5. nothing        e. beautiful

   f. boring

ی
شریح
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